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Committee Chairs

Park West Camera Club
The Park West Camera Club is an independent not-forprofit corporation. Guests are always welcome at meetings and activities.
The Park West Camera Club newsletter, Photo Notes, is
published every month by and for the members of the
Park West Camera Club. Subscriptions are included
with Club membership. Yearly subscriptions are available to non-members by e-mail at no charge. Printed
issues are available at PWCC meetings.
Submissions of full-length articles or smaller items of
photographic or general interest are always accepted.
The staff of Photo Notes reserves the right to edit any
submissions which are published.
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President’s Letter

Just try to keep your mind
open to a fresh breeze of the
unexpected: a different technique, an ordinary genre with
a different slant, or an exceptional example of a common
theme.
Photography is always a
dialogue between the photog!
rapher and the viewer. Stay
tuned. You’ll be surprised, !
and inspired.

Why Compete?
The first of this year’s competitions is under our belts and a
goodly crop of images was
displayed and rated, the winners proclaimed and the alsorans left to lick their wounds
and return to compete another
day.
We compete to win, but
also, I hope, to learn how to
improve our images (even if
we win) by seeing the work of
others and to benefit from the
judge’s comments.
I haven’t entered a competition in many years. When I
did, my record was mediocre: I
got a few A’s, but more often
B’s and C’s. This contradicted
my mother’s opinion that I’m a
genius. (It took me a while to
recollect the sardonic tone in
her voice.) I stopped entering
competitions, telling myself
that I needed to travel my own
path, not influenced by cookiecutter concepts of photographic correctness.
Really, the reason is that I
was too thin-skinned to handle
the heat, so I backed away.
Such an attitude can lead to
creative stagnation: for most of
us, I believe, critical input is
necessary to growth.
So entering competitions is
a good way to try to learn and
grow, but there are others: such
as taking courses, going to galleries, sharing work at critique
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sessions, submitting to portfolio nights, looking at other
work in magazines or on the
Internet. Unless you really are
a self-sufficient genius (is there All the best,
such a creature?) some kind of
feedback is, I think, necessary
to improve.
Our PWCC competitions
are wonderful expositions
where one can learn much,…
even without entering,… even
if one disagrees with the judge.

Paul

Photo Notes
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Paul Perkus

Editor:!

Chuck Pine

Committee:!
Bill Apple, Elsa Blum, Madeleine Barbara, !
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Constitution and By-Laws Revisions
by Chuck Pine

Most of the Club’s September business meeting
was devoted to a discussion on the proposed
changes to the PWCC Constitution and ByLaws. These are the two documents around
which the Club operates. They define who we
are, what we are, and how we do just about
everything. And, now it’s time for some
changes…or is it?
The basic change to the Constitution is the
number of business meetings during the year.
One proposal has only one business meeting
each year. This annual meeting, which is required by state law for all corporations, will be
held in May. Most Club business will be conducted by the Executive Committee. To maintain the openness and transparency that Park
West now has, these ExCom meetings will be
open to all Club members (with voice, but
without vote). Meeting dates, times, places, and
agendas will be made available to members in a
timely fashion. Amendments to the Constitution and/or the By-Laws will be voted on by all
Club members via e-mail or postal mail. The
election of officers and adoption of the Club’s
annual budget will be decided by the membership at the annual business meeting.
The other Constitutional proposal will cut
our current eight business meetings down to
four per year (September, November, March,
and May). As usual, business that can be conducted, in the judgement of the president (or
other presiding officer) at a regular meeting,
will be taken care of as the occasion(s) arise(s).
Under both of the above proposals, a change
to amending the By-Laws is suggested. This
change would call for By-Laws amendments to
be approved as are amendments to the Constitution—a longer, more contemplative, and less
volatile procedure than now exists.
Other minor changes to the Constitution reflect the major changes mentioned above, up-
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date outdated
words or phrases,
and correct minor
errors.
The basic
change to the ByLaws regards the
qualifications for
membership in
Article I. There
will no longer be a
requirement to attend a certain number of meetings nor business
meetings. There will no longer be a requirement
to join a committee.
It is, however, hoped that you do attend as
many meetings as you can and that you do
serve on at least one of our committees. Without everyone’s participation, Park West will not
be able to exist.
All members will receive copies of both
proposals for the Constitution and for the ByLaws. Please make yourself familiar with the
changes to our Club’s documents so you can
participate in the votes at the October business
meeting (on the 29th). At this meeting, there
will be only a limited time for discussion.
Each proposal will be voted upon separately. We’ll start by voting on the proposed ByLaws revision. If more than 50% of the votes
cast are “yes” votes, it passes. If it receives less
than 50%, it fails and we continue operating
under the current By-Laws. We will then hold
the vote on the proposed Constitution revision
1—the one with only one annual business meeting a year. If it passes, with 2/3 or more of the
votes cast, we have a newly revised Constitution and we’re done. If it fails, we move onto
revision 2 of the Constitution. Again, if it passes
with a 2/3 vote, we’re done. If this revision also
fails, we will continue operating under the current Constitution.
Should either of the proposed revisions
pass, they will go into effect immediately.
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October Competition
by George Hansen

Cumulative Point Totals

Thanks to our October

PDIs

judge, Mariette Pathy-Allen,
for her excellent commentary
on our images.

Bill Apple!
Madeleine Barbara!
George Hansen!
Natalie Manzino!
Rita Russo!
George Grubb!
Joan Slatkin!
Ann Broder!
Eileen Duranko!
Fonda Charne!
Marjorie Gurd!
Dorothy Mills!
Chuck Pine!
Cheryl Richer!
Rain Bengis!
Barbara Berg!
Marilyn Fish-Glynn!
Batbata Martens!
Bob Wine!
Jerry Harawitz!
Hedy Klein!
Janna Amelkin!
Carole de Beer!
Paul Grebanier!
Nicole Dosso!
Ruth Lowell!
Elena Pierpont!
Myra Resnick!
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Prints
20
20
20!
20!
20
18
18
16
16
16
14
14
14
14
12
12
12
12
12
10
10
8
8
8
4
4
4
4

Elsa Blum!
Madeleine Barbara !
Bill Apple!
Paul Grebanier!
Ann Broder!
Sarah Corbin!
Dorothy Mills!
Hedy Klein!
Natalie Manzino!
Chuck Pine!
Marvin Fink!
Barbara Martens!
George Hansen!
Evelyne Appel!
Fonda Charne!

20
18
16
16
14
14
14
12
12
12
10
10
8
6
6

Thanks also to all those who
made this competition run so
smoothly:
! George Hansen
! Joan Slatkin
! Hedy Klein
! Susan Sigrist
! Marlene Schonbrun
! Eileen Duranko
! Rita Russo
! Chuck Elster
Congratulations to everyone
who competed and to all of
the Image-of-the-Month and
Honors Image winners.

Slides
Joan Slatkin!
Marilyn Fish-Glynn!
Susan Sigrist!
Elena Pierpont!
Rita Russo!

16!
12!
12!
6
6
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Images of the Month
!

by George Hansen

PDI-of-the-Month
Yellow Bike by Natalie Manzino

Honor PDIs
Bethesda Fountain by Bill Apple
Coleus by Bill Apple
Dance of Zebras by Madeleine Barbara
Shack in Ghost Town by Madeleine Barbara
Cuban Rooftops by Rain Bengis
Icelandic Horses by George Grubb
Black Cat by Marjorie Gurd
Accept by George Hansen
Daisy and the Bee by George Hansen
Early Birds by Barbara Martens
Two Canoes by Dorothy Mills
Open for Viewing by Chuck Pine
Butterfly by Cheryl Richer
Boarded Window by Rita Russo
Homeless Man at Best by Rita Russo
Bubble by Joan Slatkin
NYC Cab by Bob Wine

Print-of-the-Month
Bus Reflection by Elsa Blum

Honor Prints

PDI-of-the-Month
Yellow Bike
©2012 Natalie Manzino

Print-of-the-Month
Bus Reflection
©2012 Elsa Blum

Cactus #1 by Madeleine Barbara
Hold that Hat by Ann Broder
Forest Ferns by Sarah Corbin
Devotion by Marvin Fink
Winter Fence by Hedy Klein
12 Black and White Roses by Dorothy Mills
Jimmy Durante Fish by Chuck Pine

Slide-of-the-Month
Gay Pride by Joan Slatkin

Honor Slides
Chinese Elder by Marilyn Fish-Glynn
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Slide-of-the-Month
Gay Pride
©2012 Joan Slatkin
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To the Editor
Proposed changes to the

take his or her concerns to the
entire membership for a vote.
As a former Club officer
and long-time member, I find
business meetings useful,
though at times tedious. They
provide a forum for exchanging ideas, shaping motions
and, importantly, demanding
accountability from our officers and committee chairs.
This is real two-way communication, not some “star
chamber” of five deciding
what’s best for the rest of us.
Please don’t misunderstand me: I am not attacking
any current officer, but I find
there is potential for mischief
if monthly business meetings
are eliminated. The purpose
of By-Laws and a Constitution is to spell things out, not
give a small, exclusive group
a blank check.
I urge you to leave our
By-laws and Constitution as
is. Vote “No” on everything.
Some members worked for
months to refine these propositions, and I acknowledge
their efforts, but this isn’t any
solution to the original issue,
having more time for photographic activities. If put into
effect these changes may
bring unintended consequences that could be seismic.

Club By-Laws and the Constitution, discussed at September’s business meeting,
strike me as misguided and
counterproductive. Worse,
they pack real potential for
mischief.
One By-Laws change jettisons the requirement that
members join a committee.
Eliminating mandatory participation, however, only
makes a more passive membership. Even fewer hands
will do Club work, fewer
people become active, which
is unacceptable.
The key Constitution
changes would ditch monthly
business meetings in favor of
either four a year or just one.
Instead, the Executive Committee would decide virtually
all Club business on its own,
matters that till now would
have been fully discussed by
rank-and-file members at
monthly business meetings,
then voted up or down by all.
Despite promised “transparency”—members will be
free to attend Executive sessions—those meetings or
parts of them could still be
closed. Worse, the five officers will have the only votes
that count on passing virtually any Club business. A
Respectfully,
member who didn’t like
something, would have to
Bill Apple
wait months and months to
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Executive Com. Minutes
by Lee Backer

September 24th
Officers attending: Paul Perkus,
Ed Lee, Myron Galef, Helen Pine,
Lee Backer
Other attendees: Chuck Pine,
President Emeritus
Topics Discussed:
• Meeting agendas—Starting in
October, Paul will send out the
business meeting agenda one
week prior to the meeting date.
• Constitution and Bylaws revisions—Discrepancies between
versions 1 and 2 of the proposed Constitution revisions
were identified. Other minor
corrections were identified in
the three documents. The
documents will be corrected before they are republished.
• Competition—A competition
rule change proposal may be
added to the November
business meeting agenda. The
change would require a
minimum number of members
competing or a minimum
number of images entered for a
competition to take place. This
could affect the slide
competition.
• Upgrading computer
software—Upgrades to newer
versions of Photoshop,
Lightroom, and Photoshop
Elements will be postponed
until a clear need arises, e.g., a
workshop on using Photoshop
or Lightroom.
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Business Mtg. Minutes
by Lee Backer
Recording Secretary
(This is a draft copy and has
not yet been approved by
the membership.)
Call to Order—President Paul
Perkus called the meeting to
order at 7:00 pm. A quorum
was present.
Minutes of Previous Meeting
—The minutes of the May
21st meeting, which appeared in the Summer 2012 Photo
Notes, were approved.
Treasurer’s Report—Bank
balance of $8,857.63 of which
$357 is for trips, leaving an
adjusted balance of
$8,500.63. Copies of the
report of revenue and
expenses for the past year
were made available.
Committee Reports
Competition—No report.
Field Trip—No report..
Gallery—Exhibitors in the
current MBPO show must
pick up their work by the
end of the week.
House—Everything is
working well.
Membership—There are 35
members who paid so far for
the new club year.
Newsletter—The next Photo
Notes will be out in October.
All articles must be submitted by next Monday.
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Program—The first judge
and first speaker of the club
year were announced.
Social—Refreshments will be
served after the meeting.
Website—No report.
Workshop—No report.
Motion—Helen Pine made a
motion to conduct new
business before old business,
in order to review and
discuss proposed Constitution and By-Laws changes
earlier in the meeting. The
motion was seconded and
passed.
New Business
From the Chair
Discussion of Proposed
Revisions to the Club
Constitution and By-Laws—
Spurred by members' comments in May about needed
changes to the club's operation, 14 members met over
the summer to discuss
revisions to the Constitution
and By-Laws that would
promote these changes. The
products of these meetings
were draft revisions to both
documents, and they were
distributed to the membership in advance of tonight's
meeting. The Executive
Committee proposed that
the revisions be discussed at
tonight's meeting and be
voted on at the October
business meeting.
Two versions of the
Constitution were presented

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

and discussed. The main
difference between them was
whether to require either one
business meeting per year or
four business meetings,
instead of the current eight
business meetings.
Comments made about
Constitution revisions:
• With only one business
meeting, the ExCom will be
burdened with even more
work, and members will be
less involved. With four
meetings, there will be more
opportunity for members to
be involved.
• Too much time is spent in
business meetings communicating what is already written in Photo Notes and elsewhere. The Club could use
the time to better advantage
with more workshops or
other photography activities.
• Most camera clubs have
one business meeting per
year.
• With fewer business
meetings, members would
be required to notify the
ExCom in advance of a
business meeting to add a
topic to the agenda.
• With fewer business
meetings, voting would be
conducted via email and
mail. Perhaps a quorum
larger than 20% should be
required for voting outside
of meetings.
There are two major
changes proposed to the ByLaws. One change makes the
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payment of dues the only
requirement to be a member in
good standing. Belonging to a
committee would no longer be
required. The other change is
for a By-Laws amendment to
follow the same procedure as
for a Constitution revision. It
would require a two-thirds
vote to amend the By-Laws,
instead of a simple majority.
Comments made about ByLaws revisions:
• Removing the mandatory
requirement to be on a
committee would result in
fewer people doing the work
of the Club. Many people
won't join a committee if they
don't have to.
• Some people will just join a
committee but not do any
work.
• The requirement to be on a
committee in order to be a
member in good standing has
never been enforced.
• If the rules to change the ByLaws are the same as the rules
to change the Constitution,
why not have just one
document?
Voting on the proposed
Constitution and By-Laws
changes will be held at the
October business meeting, but
no further discussion will be
held then. The By-Laws
amendment will be voted on
first, with a majority approval
needed to pass. Constitutional
amendment version 1 (one
business meeting per year)
will then be voted on. If it is
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defeated, then version 2 (four
business meetings per year)
will be voted on. If it is
defeated, then the current
Constitution will continue in
effect. The Constitution
change will require a twothirds majority.
Old Business
Extended Field Trips—There
will be a trip to Utica and the
surrounding area over the
Columbus Day weekend.
Expanding Vision—The class
was successful.
MBPO Exhibition—Everyone
involved did a splendid job.
Otto Litzel Dinner—The yearend dinner was a success.
Summer Meetings—Paul
Perkus thanked those who led
the field trips and meetings.
Chuck Pine BBQ—The event
was well-attended.
New Business
From the Floor
PWCC Flikr Group—Paul
Grebanier has taken over
administration of the long
dormant Park West Camera
Club group on Flikr group. He
encouraged members to join
the group and add their
photos, especially those taken
during club events.
Newsletter—Members want a
few printed copies to be
available. Elena Pierpont will
make the copies (25). Eileen
Duranko will backup Elena.

Breaking Rules
by Chuck Pine

The Rule—A good exposure
must have a histogram that
looks like a bell-shaped curve!

False! While some photos
might have a bell-shaped
curve when properly exposed,
not all images do.
For example, an image that
is mostly dark, such as a night
sky with silhouetted trees and
a sliver of a moon, will have a
histogram that is bunched up
against the left side and still
be well exposed.

Likewise, an image that is
mostly light (high key effect.),
such as a polar bear on the
Arctic snow, will have a histogram that is bunched up
against the right side and still
be well exposed.

Adjournment—The meeting

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Competition Info

Did You Know?

Here’s some information for our members re-

Did you know that the on-line PDF version of

garding our Club competitions. All the details
may be found in the PWCC By-Laws (Article III)
and/or in the illustrated PWCC Competition
Manual.
There will be one slide, one print, and one
projected digital image (PDI) competition each
month.
Each member may submit up to four images
each month but no more than two in any competition.
Print and slide entries must be submitted to
the Competition Committee by 6:45 p.m. on the
evening of the competition. PDIs must be emailed to <pwcccompetition@yahoo.com> at
least one week prior to the competition.
All entries must be sized, labeled, formatted,
etc. as described in the Competition Manual.
For the Year-End Competition held in June
each member may submit up to four prints,
four slides, and/or four PDIs. Only images
which competed in this year’s (October through
May) monthly competitions are eligible. These
entries must be unaltered from their original
entry. The Club does not keep records of which
slides or PDIs you entered. You should make a
list of all your entries (and their scores) for your
own benefit when you are ready to submit to
the Year-End Competition.

Park West Camera Club’s Photo Notes offers you
advantages?
Did you know that all of the website and email addresses are hyperlinks? That means if
you click on them, you will be taken to that
website (if you are connected to the internet) or
to your e-mail program to send an e-mail.
Did you know that the images are in color
and of higher quality than when printed out?
And, you can enlarge them a bit, too, for detail.
Did you know that reading Photo Notes online saves trees, landfills, inks, toners, water,
and other natural resources?
Did you know that reading Photo Notes online saves the Club over $100 each and every
month?

We belong!
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PWCC’s Yahoo Group
Do you have an idea to go out shooting but
don’t want to go alone? Have a question about
Photoshop, or your camera, or some technique,
but don’t have someone to ask? Know of a great
photo op or workshop that you’d like to share
with your fellow Club members? What are you
to do?
Ta Da! The Club’s Yahoo group is the answer to your questions. You can communicate
with other PWCC members about these and
more. All you have to do is sign up for the
group. It’s easy and it’s free.
All you have to do is send an e-mail to the
Club at <pwccny@aol.com> We will respond
with an e-mail from the group website, and…
you’re in.
If you have a (free) Yahoo e-mail account
you can go to the group site. There you can see
all prior e-mails, post pictures, post links to
other websites of interest, and more. If you
don’t have a Yahoo account, you can only send
and receive e-mails.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Wanted…

PWCC Flickr Group
by Paul Grebanier

Did you know that there is a way for PWCC
members to share their pictures with other
members and the world? Probably not! Seven
years ago, a “Park West Camera Club” Group
was set-up on the “flickr” picture sharing and
social networking site, just for such a purpose.
Unfortunately, the idea never really caught on
at that time. The weeds of neglect and disrepair
have overgrown the site. But the structure is
still there—awaiting rehabilitation. What a
waste!

…volunteers to write for the Park West Camera
Club’s Photo Notes. Could be on a continuing
basis or as a one-shot deal. Experience not necessary. Enthusiasm is a must-have. Don’t worry
about spelling or grammar or the like—our
crack editorial staff handles all the details.
Some suggestions for individual articles or
monthly columns are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

photo magazine reviews
photo workshop reviews
Club field trip reviews
photographic gallery reviews
equipment reviews
technical/technique articles
photographic hints and tips
computer hints and tips
photographic poetry
photography puzzles (X-word, jumbles,
word-search, etc.)
• recipes from Club pot-luck dinners
• anything else you can dream up—as
long as it is photo- or Club-related.
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When we go on field trips and attend other
PWCC events and take pictures, how do we
easily share them? We don’t! How do we get
feedback on these images? We can’t! The Solution? Join the our flickr group with many other
members, and actively add and comment on
the images to be viewed there.
For those who are not flickr members already, you should know that the site allows
members to store and share their pics with millions of other members throughout the world–
and also with non-members. Uploading pictures and making comments is easy. Groups of
images and people that share an affinity are
also easily created and can be shared by anyone. The site is free to join. But if you really become an active member, showing over 200 pics,
full membership costs $25 a year.
To view the Park West Camera Club Group,
go to<www.flickr.com/groups/pwcc>
To join flickr so you can add pics to the
group, and also to make and receive comments,
go to <www.flickr.com> or click on the “join
group” button shown on the Group front page.
Hope to see you there soon!

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Activities

Chuck Pine, at the
picnic in his honor.
©2012 Susan Hoehn

Jerry Harawitz and his wife
Sheryl at the Club picnic.
©2012 Marlene Schonbrun

Marilyn Fish-Glynn at the
Club picnic.
©2012 Marlene Schonbrun

Elena Pierpont examines the photos of
Bill Apple at the PWCC exhibit On My
Block and Around the Corner at the Manhattan Borough President’s Office. That’s
Bill reflected in the mirror which he used
to make the images of his neighborhood.
©2012 Paul Grebanier

Club members Gladys Hopkowitz
and Evelynne Appel and Rachel
Guinsburg (Helen Pine’s sister) at
PWCC the picnic (right to left).
©2012 Marlene Schonbrun

New PWCC member Pyne
Bertsche at the Club picnic.
©2012 Marlene Schonbrun

New PWCC member Ethelyn
Smiley at the Club picnic.
©2012 Marlene Schonbrun

Bill Apple and Seymour Perlowitz
in discussion at the picnic.
©2012 Marlene Schonbrun
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Paul Grebanier and his wife Bob Wine at the Club picnic.
©2012 Marlene Schonbrun
Linda at the Club picnic.
©2012 Marlene Schonbrun
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Depth of Field

ers (though perhaps faintly),
By Bill Apple and sugar-coat life.
Of course, without judgment—artistic judgment, say—
The 90% Solution
the only winner would be
blandness. With no critical apNo one, save masochists, relpraisal or reckoning, summing
ishes pain, and even masoup or comparison, the faculty
chists have limits. So it’s
of taste itself would be stunted.
hardly surprising that clinics
But I’ll be gentle.
and drugstores are pushing
Yes, I did enjoy the MBPO
kinder, gentler flu shots this
show, as other Club members
year. The latest needles are
touted as “90% smaller,” post- did. Most work was first-rate,
ers say. Anything to avoid that some really outstanding. I enjoyed Rita Russo’s portraits
pinch.
from her block; she actually
related to her subjects.
(Since I’m not a people photographer, I envy those who
do it so well.)
I also enjoyed Bob Wine’s
straight panoramas and his
“choppy” panorama technique, discovered with his
Sony NEX camera. Instead
Less ouch? Can there be less
of panning across a stationpain in a flu shot—or in artistic ary scene, Bob tracked a
criticism? Should there be?
moving car whilst in panorama mode, which flumBut the world’s full of pain, moxed his camera’s “stitching”
physical and psychical, and
software. That created somethat’s a good thing, psycholothing unique, something fresh.
gists say. Without the occaDo you know how rare that’s
sional sharp shock, how else
become in photography, somemight children learn about hot thing never before seen?
stoves or looking before leapSeveral guests told me they
ing?
were drawn to Natalie
Which brings us to criticism Manzino’s painterly take on
and its corollary, judgmentalthe waterfront houses around
ness, number-one taboo of this Sheepshead Bay—and I
young century. We’re supcouldn’t agree more. Colors
posed to hold our tongue, like
were beautiful, the composieverything, praise even stinktion enhanced by HDR, which
adds a spatial dimension.
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My critical quibbles center
mainly on the show’s theme:
“On My Block and Around the
Corner.” It was a topic I
couldn’t at first muster enthusiasm for (apparently, others
couldn’t either). And yet members eventually came through
with unique approaches, like
that nut who shot into a hand
mirror, to show both sides of
the street simultaneously. (Oh,
that was me, wasn’t it?)
The theme, however, attracted content and techniques
so disparate photos were literally all over the place. Not
good! While each photographer’s work formed a more or
less cohesive, self-contained
unit, the show as a whole did
not. Across the 21 photographers, the show just did not
“jell” for me. It might as well
have been another “Best of
Park West.”
That might or might not be
important. Any group show
must confront the same issue.
Indeed, think of paintings on
the same theme by Monet,
Rembrandt, Andy Warhol, and
Edward Hopper. On the other
hand, I know the Club has long
wanted to assemble a coherent
exhibit as a “portfolio” to be
shopped around to galleries.
The MBPO show, good as individuals’ work was, lacked a
singular focus. And so it was a
lost opportunity.
Further, some work seemed
thematically “off.” Flower
shots, for example, might tech-
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nically have been from one’s
block, but fitting them into this
show was a stretch. Worse, the
garden in Riverside Park isn’t
on the block where any member lives. Not close. Would a
teacher who’d assigned a paper on Thomas Jefferson accept
one instead on Jefferson Davis
(or the Jefferson Airplane)?
Which is to say, the Gallery
Committee had discretion to
shape and focus the exhibit. It
screened advance JPGs and
could have pruned, rejected, or
asked for re-submissions. Prerogatives are meant to be exercised. Was the committee, perhaps, shying from criticism,
not wanting to offend? Just a
thought.

Or do you think I’m being . . .
too critical?

Inquiries
What is bracketing?
Bracketing is a technique that
goes back to the early days of
film cameras—roll-film cameras, that is, not sheet film
cameras.

The idea was that when
you’re shooting a roll of film,
Memo to the Gallery Committee:
Thanks for the professionally printed
you don’t always have time to
invitations. Next time, though, could we
take a meter reading before
get real postcards that can be addressed
and mailed directly, without having to
each shot. Why? You
scrounge odd-sized envelopes? And
might miss the action,
could you make the print a bit larger and
less “loopy,” more legible for aging eyes? and that’s what rollfilm cameras were/are
Now that wasn’t terrible,
all about—catching the
was it? Back to flu shots.
action which was/is
Yes, get one! No, you
probably don’t need the “90% not possible with a
sheet film camera
smaller” needle. I noodled
where you had/have
around the manufacturer’s
website but failed to find proof only one shot without having
to reload your camera and start
it’s any less painful.
again. (Sheet film shooters had
The “smaller” needle isn’t
the Zone System for achieving
thinner, you see. It’s shorter
proper exposures.)
than garden-variety hypoderTo bracket, you take one
mics, which I find misleading.
Supposedly, it penetrates only shot at the exposure suggested
by your light meter—either the
skin, not deeper muscle. My
appraisal: typical flimflam ad- one built into your camera or
via a hand-held meter. You
vertising cant, safe to ignore.
then take another shot that is
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overexposed by an f-stop or so
and then another that is underexposed by the same amount.
You now have a total of three
shots of the same scene, taken
one right after the other, from
which to choose. In other
words, you have exposures
[bracketed] around the correct
exposure. The idea is that if the
“correct” light meter exposure
is off by a little bit, one of the
bracketed shots will be the
correct exposure. Or, for whatever reason, you might prefer
one of the “wrong” exposures
for your image.
Nowadays, with digital
photography, you have more
latitude with your exposures
than you did with film—especially if you are shooting in
RAW mode. This makes bracketing pretty much unnecessary.

There is, however, one use
of bracketing that is currently
being used quite a lot. That is
in the technique of HDR (high
dynamic range) photography.
In this kind of shooting, software combines the series of
exposures into an image with
tremendous latitude, pulling
good highlights from one shot
and detailed shadows from
another of the exposures.
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Gallery Watching

of the house, his high school
teacher told him he couldn’t go
by Ruth Formanek to college because “Negroes
and Judy Rosenblatt don’t do well there.” Parks quit
high school, went on the road
and found odd jobs—piano
Gordon Parks at Howard
player in a bordello, busboy,
Greenberg Gallery; 41 East
and dining car waiter. It was at
57th Street, to October 27th
this last job he happened to
find a discarded photo magaRuth writes…
zine, went to a pawnshop as
What kinds of childhood expe- soon as he got off the train, and
riences will aid you to become bought a camera.
He trained himself to bea famous photographer in
come a photographer so sucadulthood? You’re wrong if
you enumerate: a rich or mid- cessfully that he was hired by
dle class family, doting parents the Farm Security Administration (employer of Dorothea
who send you to the best
Lange), then by the Office of
schools available, chauffeur
War Information during WWII,
you to art classes, buy you
and as the first black photogcameras, take you to photographer and journalist by Life
raphy galleries, and put your
magazine. Parks was also a
pictures up on their refrigeracomposer, writer and film ditor door.
rector (The Learning Tree, Shaft),
and it is ironic that, never having finished high school, he has
amassed over 40 honorary doctorates.
We don’t want to omit the
gossip: Parks was married
three times, and had a long
and close relationship with the
heiress Gloria Vanderbilt,
which was frequently mentioned in society gossip col© Gordon Parks
umns.
Parks’ major achievement is
Take Gordon Parks: born in
the documentation of the lives
1912 in Kansas, the 15th child
of a poor, black farmer, he lost of underprivileged, segregated
and persecuted people during
his mother when he was 14,
and went to live with an older the period of the civil rights
struggles. His images, shot
sister in Minneapolis. His
over five decades, and mostly
brother-in-law threw him out
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© Gordon Parks
in black and white 4 x 5 format, have become iconic, and
are heartbreaking. Take, for example, his photograph of two
water fountains, one for
‘white’ and one for ‘colored,’
or his images of old black people living in shacks.
Parks also documented the
Black Panthers, Muhammed
Ali, and much of the tumult of
the civil rights years. What impressed me was Parks’ ability
to choose the one outstanding
image from his contact sheet
and to print it starkly and poetically. If you want to learn to
be a street photographer, look
carefully at his compositions.
The exhibit includes photographs recently found and
never before shown.
Other shows of Parks’ work
are at the Schomburg Center
for Research in Black Culture
(thru Dec.1, 2012) and at the
Studio Museum of Harlem,
beginning November 7th. The
Schomburg exhibit features
photographs taken in Washing-
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ton, DC, of children and families, as well as a lengthy and
fascinating interview with
Parks late in his life.
What more can I say about
this uniquely American phenomenon? Run to the Howard
Greenberg Gallery and see for
yourself. Don’t forget to see his
newly discovered illustrations
for Ellison’s novel, Invisible
Untitled #12
Man, and the HBO documen©2011 Laura Letinsky
tary of Parks’ life. And go to
the Schomburg Center for
the artist. But, although harkParks’ 1942-3 work.
ing back to the luscious still
lifes of 17th Century Dutch
Judy comments: I only want to painting, Letinsky’s objects are
urge you to leave time to view more likely to be half-eaten
the video at Howard Greenfruits or other leftovers, or
berg Gallery if you've never
photographs of such things.
seen it. Ruth and I sat transWhat's going on here? Ruth
fixed watching it. What a man! immediately signaled her disWhat a life!
like and I didn't find the images compelling. But Letinsky
SHORT TAKES
has very impressive credentials, including many awards
Laura Letinsky: Ill Form & Void and shows and a professorship
Full at Yancey Richardson Gal- at the University of Chicago.
She has obviously made her
lery; 535 West 22nd Street; to
mark in the conceptual realm.
October 20th
She looks at “the way still life
today has been translated into
Judy writes…
Martha Stewart, home decor
At the other end of the photo- and advertising as an extension—of who we are.” By fographic world from Gordon
Parks are Laura Letinsky’s still cussing on “the detritus of
what's around me,” she uplife color photos. Approximately 3 x 5 feet, these consist ends the still life genre to make
some points. My problem with
mostly of white or off-white
this work, as with some other
planes, suggesting tabletops
conceptual art, is that the mesand walls. Into each setting is
nestled a small grouping of ob- sage isn’t deeply explored and
esthetics seem to take a back
jects, carefully selected and
seat. The images feel cerebral
painstakingly placed by
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rather than poetic. If you don’t
get to this exhibit, you can research Letinsky online at
<www.yanceyrichardson.com>
to see if you think I'm missing
something.

Michael Eastman: Urban Luminosity at Barry Friedman LTD;
515 West 26th Street; to October 20th
Judy writes…
Michael Eastman points his
large format film camera at
landscapes, horses, and architecture and creates dazzling,
monumental images with
beautiful light and detail. In
this exhibit he is celebrating
luminous, almost abstract surfaces in cities in the U.S. and
Asia. He works mostly at night
with available light and long
exposures, making his own
digital C-prints. Façades, tunnels, reflections and interiors
become like theatrical settings
for unknown dramas. These
are huge prints; a shimmering
facade of a Gehry building

© Michael Eastman
comes in at 90 x 72 inches.
Sometimes very big prints feel
too big to me, but here I think
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they increase the “wow!” factor. Eastman feels his job is to
“teach the viewer to see the
world differently” and I left the
exhibit with a keener sense of
the surfaces and reflections all
around me. I strongly recommend seeing this exhibit, but a
visit to Eastman’s website,
<www.eastmanimages.com>,
is also rewarding. Here you
can see his earlier work, some
of which is also displayed in
the gallery.

Ben Fernandez at Robert Anderson Gallery; 24 West 57th
Street; to October 19th
Ruth writes…
Fernandez, for many years the
chair of the New School’s photography department, is a

Dick Gregory with MLK
©1967 Benedict J. Fernandez
committed liberal with an obvious and fervent wish for social justice. His record of street
protests during the 60s and 70s
document the civil rights
struggle in superb black and
white photos. Fernandez’ portraits of Martin Luther King
are very moving, shot in black
and white and printed in what
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Photoshop calls ‘old style’, that
is, low contrast. Fernandez’s
work has been exhibited in all
50 states. His shows have traveled to England, France, Italy,
Spain, Germany, Russia, Czech
Republic, Finland, Japan and
China. One show, Countdown to
Eternity. traveled to 27 African
countries. The show closes
soon, so hurry to catch it!

Accessory Quiz
Can you name this photography accessory? No prizes,
just a fun challenge! Send
your guesses to the website
<pwccny@aol.com>

Harry Benson: Work at Staley
Wise Gallery; 560 Broadway
through October 27th
Judy writes…

Googling not permitted—
on your honor!

Harry Benson was a real discovery for me. He is another
fine photojournalist who has
chronicled the tumultuous
events of late 20th Century
America. Born in Scotland,
Benson worked in London, but
when he crossed the Atlantic
with the Beatles, he decided to
stay here. There’s a wonderful
large photo of The Beatles having a pillow fight, and photos
of many other celebs as well.
Like Parks, Benson bore moving witness to the civil rights
movement. He was next to
Robert Kennedy when he was
shot.

Answer next month in
Photo Notes.
Last Month’s Answer
This is a Camerascope Kaleidoscope. It
works like any
vintage kaleidoscope
which allows
continuous
artistic rendering of scenes
which may be recorded to
film or digital file. It attaches
directly to the front of a
camera lens, like a filter.
Last Month’s Correct
Answers
None

Dolly Parton
© Harry Benson
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B & H Event Space

Monday, October 22th
Digital Workflow
B & H Photo offers free work- Speaker: Jeff Cable
shops in their presentation
Monday, October 22th
space. Here is a sampling of
some of the photography of- CS6 for Photographers
ferings this month:
Speaker: Julianne Kost
Wednesday, October 10th
Qualities of Light, Composition
& What's in My Bag
Speaker: Michael Melfor
Thursday, October 11th
Coney Island Photo Walk
Speaker: Harvey Stein

Tuesday, October 23th
Image Editing Made Easy
Speaker: Carly Adams
Wednesday, October 24th
SONY Full-Frame Lineup
Speaker: Mike Bubolo
Thursday, October 25th
Images from a Vertical World
Speaker: Mark Fisher

Sunday, October 14th
Presidents, Politicians, and…
Speaker: Bill Eppridge
Tuesday, October 16th
Landscape Photography
Speaker: Miles Morgan
Tuesday, October 16th
Wedding Photography
Speaker: Lisa Devlin
Thursday, October 18th
The Moose Cruise
Speaker: Moose Peterson
Sunday, October 21th
Harry Benson
Speaker: Harry Benson

October 2012

Monday, October 29th
Photo Book Design
Speaker: Andy Graber
Monday, October 29th
Secrets of Portrait Photography
Speaker: Brian Smith
Tuesday, October 30th
Documenting Homeless Vets
Speaker: Jerry Tovo
Wednesday, October 31th
Digital Cinema 101
Speaker: Alex Buono
Check out their website
<www.bhphoto.com> for all
the details as well as a complete list of additional presentations, and to register for the
course(s) of your choice.
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Breaking Rules
by Chuck Pine

The Rule—Always shoot outdoor portraits with the sun at
your back!
False! Although this frontal
illumination lights your subject(s) evenly, and makes your
exposure a snap, do you really
want pictures of people with
their eyes closed or squinting
at the camera?
Shooting with the sun at
your back also makes your
subjects look flat, without
shape or shading.
Directional lighting, on the
other hand, brings out dimensionality in your subjects; it
makes them look real.
Sidelighting brings out texture and details. Backlighting
can create a rim of lighting
around your subject or portray them in silhouette. (If you
want detail in your subject
when using side- or backlighting, a little pop of fill
light from a built in (or accessory) flash is just what the
doctor/photographer ordered.
To prevent flare when using
directional light (either sideor back-lighting), be sure to
attach a lenshood to you lens
—and make sure it is the right
size for your lens to eliminate
vignetting.
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PhotoShopping

by Chuck Pine

Easter Eggs

Go to Image > Image RotaHere are some additional
tion > 180°
Easter Eggs and the images !
!
from which they came.

Bored by the same old images? Want to try to create
something new, something that
few others do? Here’s a technique that fills the bill. It’s
called Easter Eggs.
Start with an image, any
image, and open it in Photoshop. This technique uses a
little known built-in Photoshop
filter named Polar Coordinates.

Go to Filter > Distort > Polar Coordinates…

Go to Filter > Distort > Polar Coordinates… again.
This time, when the Polar
Coordinates Dialog Box appears, click on Rectangular to
Polar and then click OK.

Voila!

When the
Polar Coordinates Dialog Box appears, click
on Polar to
Rectangular
and then
click OK.
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Call for Street Photos

Maria at Klimat

The South Street Seaport Mu-

The Klimat Lounge is nestled Many of us travel to destina-

seum invites submissions of
new works in the field of New
York City street photography
for a juried exhibition to open
in the late fall of 2012. The exhibition seeks to showcase the
best of contemporary photography capturing life as it unfolds in New York City’s public
places—its streets, parks, and
plazas.
New York City has a rich
tradition of street photography.
Such notable image makers as
Jacob Riis, Robert Frank, and
Nan Goldin have captured the
diversity and vitality of the
city’s streets and its denizens
for well over a century. The
Museum of the City of New
York (which runs the South
Street Seaport Museum) is currently presenting some of the
best of these historic images in
City Scenes: Highlights of New
York Street Photography. The exhibition at the South Street
Seaport Museum will carry
that story forward through
new candid images that show
the evolution of the city and of
the genre in the 21st century.
Both professional and amateur photographers are invited
to submit pictures for consideration. Deadline for entries is
Monday, October 22, 2012 at
11:59 p.m. For full guidelines
and to submit images, go to
<www.mcny.org/exhibitions>
and follow the links.

in the heart of the East Village, and offers a delightfully
blended experience of wine
bar, beer garden, Eastern
European bistro, and art gallery—all under one roof. It is
open seven days a week from
3 p.m. until midnight.
PWCC member and chair
of our Gallery Committee,
Maria Fernandez, will have an
exhibit of her images at Klimat
next month. Maria’s show will
feature 17 of her photographs
from her recent trip to Cuba,
the land of her birth and childhood.
There will be an opening
reception on November 11th
from 3 to 7 p.m. and the show
will run from November 3rd
through the end of the month.
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Questions to Ask

tions around the world, the
country, the city, or around the
block—all in search of photographic subjects. When we
travel far afield, especially
when we fly, rent a car, or
spend a night out, the bill can
add up to astronomical
amounts quickly.
To avoid the bottom line
from rising too high, here are
some questions you can, and
should, ask every time you
travel:
• Is there an upgrade available?
This applies to flights, cars,
rooms, activities—everything;
•!Has there been a price change for
my room, flight, etc? This
works as long as you don’t
have to cancel your present
reservation and chance losing
your room, seats,
etc.
• Are there any
special deals,
coupons, or discounts? It never
hurts to ask.
• Is there a tourist
package card available? Sometimes,
you can get admission to six or more
From Postcards from Habana
attractions at a lower
©2012 Maria Antonieta Fernandez
price than paying for
them individually
Klimat is located at 77 East
(even if you only go to a few
7th Street between 1st and 2nd of them.
Avenues.
•!Where do the locals eat, shop,
All are invited!
sight-see, etc?

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Schedule of Activities
The Park West Camera Club
meets every Monday night
(with some exceptions for
holidays and a curtailed summer schedule). Please join us at
a meeting or on one of our
other scheduled activities.
All Club Monday night
meetings take place at the Soho
Photo Gallery located at 15
White Street, between West
Broadway and Church Street/
Avenue of the Americas (6th
Avenue) unless indicated otherwise in the listings below.
Following the schedule of activities are detailed directions
to each of our meeting sites.
Check the PWCC Website
<parkwestcameraclub.org> for
late-breaking details on all
meetings and other PWCC
activities.
All meetings begin at 7 p.m.
unless otherwise indicated
below.
An asterisk (*) preceding
the date indicates an official
PWCC activity. Other listings
included below are: Photo
Events which may be of interest to photographers; and
Photo Ops which offer opportunities to take pictures.

* Sunday, October 14!
Field Trip of the Month—
Queens Zoo

group, e-mail to the Club at
<pwccny@aol.com>

Flushing Meadows Corona
Park is home of the Mets’ Citi
Field, the US Tennis Center,
two past Worlds Fairs, the Unisphere, and the Queens Zoo.
This small zoo, unlike the
Bronx Zoo and even the Central Park Zoo, focuses on
American animals, including
“Otis” the coyote rescued from
Central Park in 1999. There are
two sections to the zoo—one is
a traditional zoo with a variety
of national park-inspired exhibits (including a walkthrough aviary, a great plains
exhibit, a waterfowl marsh,
and more), and the other is a
petting zoo filled with domesticated animals that visitors
can interact with directly. Admission to the zoo is $6/$2.25
seniors 65+ and free to WCS
members. To get there, take the
#7 train east to Queens and get
off at the 111th Street station.
Walk south to the Park. Bear
right through the Hall of Science parking lot to the Zoo.
We’ll meet at the entrance at 2
p.m. Techniques for shooting
in zoo settings will be discussed, demonstrated, and
you’ll have a chance to practice
them. If you’d like to join the

* Monday, October 15
Field Trip Committee Mtg.

The aviary at the Queens
Zoo, Flushing, NY
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Prior to tonight’s meeting there
will be a meeting of the Field
Trip Committee to plan the
Club’s outings for the next few
months. All PWCC members
are invited to participate
* Monday, October 15
Guest Speaker—David Godlis
Tonight’s guest photographer
is David Godlis who got his
start shooting punk bands at
CBGB. Godlis (who goes by his
last name only) describes his
style as inspired by Brassai’s

Dictators, Bowery 1976
© David Godlis
night shots of Paris in the 30’s
—grainy black-and-white,
handheld, long exposures,
with no flash. To see more of
his photography, visit Godlis’
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website at <www.godlis.com>
The curtain raiser tonight is
longtime PWCC member, former Club recording secretary,
and former PWCC newsletter
editor, Bill Apple.

#3 train at the Fulton Street station, but others are nearby…
check your maps. A $2.00 donation is requested.

cise portfolio of their work for
an in-depth review and critique. Each will present up to
12 images on the same subject/
theme. Our critic for this eveSaturday, October 20!
ning’s review will be Nancy
Photo Op—Big Apple Circus Sirkis. Nancy has taught dark* Tuesday, October 16
Today is the opening of the Big room and digital photography
Gallery Committee Mtg.
at ICP; she is a working profesApple circus’ run at Lincoln
There will be a meeting of the
Center’s Damrosch Park. Per- sional fine arts photographer;
Gallery Committee this eveformances of the all-new show and Nancy is one of the leaders
ning to assess the recent MBPO will run through January 23rd. at the Club’s bi-monthly print
show and to plan future Club
Ticket prices start at $25 and go workshops. If you’re interested
exhibitions. The meeting will
up—way up. But don’t worry, in participating, please contact
begin at 6:30 p.m. at the home since there are only 16 rows of Jerry Harawitz, chair of the
Workshop Committee, at
of Helen and Chuck Pine (see
seating, every seat is a good
<gharawitz@gmail.com> or
below for directions). RSVP to seat with a good view.
212-673-2096. (If you partici<pwccny@aol.com> if you are
pated last year, please give
planning to attend. All current
someone else a chance.)
committee members and those
who wish to join the committee
Tuesday, October 23
are welcome to attend.
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour
Tuesday, October 16
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour

Tonight’s digital presentation
is The Farmlands of New York
City by Louise Luger—pubTuesday Evening Hour is an
lished photographer, workartists non-profit slide-show
shop instructor, and NYSCA
* Monday, October 22!
program whose mission is to
Executive Committee Meeting grant awardee. See the listing
expose the works of artists to
under October 16th for more
the public. Each Tuesday a
Prior to tonight’s meeting the
working photographer preClub’s officers will meet to dis- details.
sents a slide show/lecture. No cuss matters of interest and
Wed., Oct. 24—Sat., Oct. 27
reservations required—just ar- importance to the Club. The
Photo Event—PhotoPlus Expo
rive. Tonight’s digital presenta- meeting will be held at the
tion is Morocco, Northern Africa Soho Photo Gallery at 6:00 p.m. PhotoPlus International Conand Andalusia, Southern Spain
ference + Expo is the most imby Polly Bookhout—librarian
portant event in the photo in* Monday, October 22!
emeritus and travel photogradustry. [See page 24 in this
Portfolio Review Night
pher. The show begins at 6:30
Photo Notes for information on
Our first Portfolio Review
p.m. and is held at St. Margahow to register. See page 26 for
Night of the year will take
ret’s House, 49 Fulton Street
place tonight. Five Club mem- a different point of view.] De(near the South Street Seaport). bers are invited to bring a con- signed for professionals and
The closest subway is the #2 or
advanced amateurs in the pho-
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tographic and imaging industries, PhotoPlus Expo showcases the latest advances in
photography. Attendees are
able to explore hundreds of
exhibits (starting on Thursday)
and attend a wide variety of
photography and imaging
seminars (beginning Wednesday). All this takes place at the
Javits Center. Attending the
Expo is free but registration is
required; fees are charged for
seminars, workshops, etc. Visit
<www.photoplusexpo.com>
for additional info and to register for the expo or seminars.

at colleges and workshops here
and abroad.View her images at
<www.jenniferwu.com> The
NYC Sierra Club Photography
Committee now meets at the
Metropolitan Opera Guild, on
the 6th floor of the Rose Building at Lincoln Center. The adBristlecone Pine,
dress is 70 Lincoln Center
White Mountains
Plaza, located on the north side
©2011 Jennifer Wu
of West 65th Street, between
Broadway and Amsterdam,
Thursday, October 25!
closer to Amsterdam. From the
Photo Event—Sierra Photo
street level, take the elevator or
The New York City Sierra
escalator up one level and proClub’s Photography Commitceed through the revolving
tee is holding its meeting todoors into the lobby to get the
night. The show this evening is
elevator up to the 6th floor. The
a special presentation by one of
meeting, open to the general
the great nature and wildlife
public, begins at 6:30 p.m. A $6
photographers attending Photo
donation is collected at the
Expo East this week, Jennifer
door upon entry.
Wu. Jennifer is one of Canon’s
elite group of photographers,
* Thursday, October 25!
The Explorers of Light. Jennifer’s
Field Trip—Prospect Park
inspiring and entertaining
* Wednesday, October 24
Prospect Park has an extensive
presentation is a must see for
Projected Image Workshop
and beautiful water design
anyone interested in nature
with a lake, brooks, and ponds.
All Club members are invited
and landscape photography.
We will walk around major
to bring a dozen or so images. She will take us on a visual
portions of these and (hopeBring your 35mm slides or
journey through the natural
your PDIs (on CD or flash
world and cover tips for nature fully) colorful aspects of Fall
will also be present. The walk
drive) for an honest, but gentle, photography. In addition she
critique of your work. These
will share some night sky time- will start at the Greenwood
Avenue entrance to the Park
may be finished images, works lapse photography and will
on Prospect Park SW at 11:30
in progress, shots you’re think- conclude with images of the
a.m. This is a short walk from
ing of entering into competistars and the beautiful night
the F train stop at Fort Hamiltions…whatever. We start at 7 sky. Whenever she is not on
ton Parkway. The Greenwood
p.m. The doors open at 6:30
nature expeditions at some of
p.m. so you may enter your
the most beautiful locations in Ave exit is at the rear of the
images. (Please don’t arrive
the world, Jennifer exhibits her train coming from Manhattan.
Walk east on Greenwood Ave,
any earlier.) All this will take
images at galleries and art
until it ends at the park enplace at the home of Chuck
shows. This award-winning
and Helen Pine. See below for photographer has taught pho- trance. Optionally, those traveling from Manhattan can meet
the address and directions.
tography and digital imaging
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York by Tom Wysmuller—meteorologist and lecturer on
global warming. Tonight is also
the BIG Halloween raffle and
members’ night. Prizes will be
given away! See the listing under October 16th for more info.

area. You’ll be able to shoot the
marchers as they leisurely prepare their costumes and props
and are willing to pose and
chat. If you’re shooting film, a
fast film or flash will be helpful; ditto for digital shooters;
tripods would be inconvenient
with all the crowds. For more
at the West 4th Street station of Wednesday, October 31!
Photo Op—Halloween Parade info, go to the official website
the F train heading towards
at <www.halloween-nyc.com>
Brooklyn. Meet at the rear of
Are you ready for all the
the platform at 11 a.m. Leadghouls and goblins? Tonight’s
Sunday, November 4
ers: Paul Grebanier, (718) 629the night for trick-or-treaters
Photo Op—NYC Marathon
7164 <pgrebanier@yahoo.com> and for paraders. The 39th anand Susan Sigrist, (212) 758nual Village Halloween Parade This is one of the biggest run0036. Sign up for this trip with marches up 6th Avenue/
ning events in the world, and it
either of the leaders or use the Avenue of the Americas up to
takes place in all five New York
sign-up sheet at any Club
27th Street, starting at 7 p.m.
City boroughs, starting off at
meeting. Be sure to dress for
the Staten Island end of the
the weather.
Verrazano Bridge, and then
proceeding through Brooklyn,
* Monday, October 29
Queens, Manhattan, The
Business Meeting
Bronx, and winding up back in
Tonight will be the BIG vote on
Manhattan’s Central Park. We
revising the PWCC Constituhave found that finding a spot
tion and By-Laws. Other busialong the marathon’s route in
ness will also be discussed. As
Brooklyn offers the best vanusual we’ll end the evening
tage points for photography
with refreshments and socialwith close access to the runners
izing—all with the eerie theme
and fewer onlookers to get in
of Halloween.
your way. For more details on
times and routes, go to the web
Red Hatted Ghoul
* Monday, October 29!
at <www.nycmarathon.com>
©2007 Chuck Pine
PDI Entry Deadline
Please note that PDI entries are Your best bet for photography,
due tonight for next week’s
though, is to get to the staging
competition.
area between Spring and Canal Streets on 6th Avenue/
Tuesday, October 30
Avenue of the Americas at 5
Photo Event—
p.m. The C and E trains stop
Tuesday Evening Hour
right there (Spring Street station); many other trains and
Tonight’s digital presentation
buses will also get you to the
is The Five Dutch Days of New
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Tonight’s competition asks
these important questions:
Who will win the top honors?
What will the judge say about
your images? Will you agree?
The only way to find out the
answers to these probing questions is to come on down and
enter. Full rules are available
from the Competition or the
Membership Committees at
any meeting. Remember, print
and slide entries must be submitted by 6:45 p.m. so that we
may get under way with the
competition promptly at 7 p.m.
PDI entries must be submitted
by midnight one week prior to
today—October 29th. Just a
reminder, you may enter up to
four images in tonight’s competition, but no more than two
in any one category. Tonight’s
judge is Don Burmeister. Don
is a photographer who specializes in shooting Native American burial mounds. This pursuit has taken him across the
country to capture images in a
dozen states, but most of his
images come from Ohio.

Mound City Group
National Monument
© Don Burmeister
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Don is also the owner/editor
stop is the Houston Street staof the New York Photo Review tion on the #1 train.
<www.nyphotoreview.com>
More of Don’s images may be Thursday, November 8
seen at his personal website
Photo Event—
<www.donburmeister.com>
Tuesday Evening Hour
Wednesday, November 7!
Photo Event—
PWP Monthly Meeting
Professional Women Photographers is a group of women
photographers who network
and share their images and experiences. Tonight’s guest
speaker has not yet been announced. The meetings are
held at the Metropolitan Opera
Guild, in the Samuel B. &
David Rose Building, 70 Lincoln Center Plaza (65th Street
between Broadway and Amsterdam Avenue) The doors
open at 6:00 p.m. and the meeting begins at 6:30 p.m. There is
a $10.00 fee for guests.
Wednesday, November 7
Photo Event—
Audubon Photo Club
The NYC Audubon Photo Club
meets tonight. These meetings
are for all photographers. The
cost is $6 per meeting, or $45
for the year/$35 for Audubon
members. Please pre-register at
<www.gifttool.com/registrar/
ShowEventDetails?ID=1123&E
ID=10442> The program begins at 6:30 p.m. and is held at
the National Audubon Office,
at 225 Varick Street—a block
and a half north of Houston
Street. The nearest subway

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

Please note that due to Election
Day tonight’s Tuesday Evening
Hour is actually on Thursday.
Tonight’s digital presentation
is Central Park, New York by
Harvey Kopel—video editor
for NBC and member of the
Sierra Club Photo Committee.
See the listing under October
16th for more details.
Thursday, November 8
Photo Event—
Soho Photo Opening
Soho Photo is pleased to announce that its November’s
show will feature the winning
entries in the Eighth Annual Alternative Processes Competition
as well as a guest exhibition by
the Masterplaters, a photographic collective that works with
Soldier with Prosthesis
© Sam Dole
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* Monday, November 5
Monthly Competition

the wet-plate collodion process. The judge for the competition was photojournalist Edith
Biondi. The winner, with a
wet-plate collodion tintype image is Sam Dole from New
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York City. The reception will
run from 6 to 8 p.m. The gallery hours are Wednesdays to
Sundays, 1 to 6 p.m., and by
appointment (and, of course,
during our PWCC meetings.
* Sunday, November 11!
Field Trip of the Month—
Veteran’s Day Parade
The New York City Veterans
Day Parade, our nation’s largest honoring our veterans,
military service members, and
their families, marches up 5th
Avenue from 26th to 56th
Streets. The parade begins at 11
a.m. and goes to about 5 p.m.
We’ll meet on the west side of
5th Avenue between 30th and
31st Streets, at 10:30 a.m. All
the subways should be running on their weekend schedules, but please note that buses
which normally run on 5th
avenue will be rerouted. Come
out and honor our veterans.
No need to reserve a spot—just
show at the appointed time
and place.
* Monday, November 12!
Workshop Night
Tonight we have a workshop
scheduled. The Workshop
Committee is in contact with
several companies in an attempt to finalize the plans to
have a technical representative
come and talk to us and/or
demonstrate their companies’
wares. Further plans will be
announced at meetings.
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Tuesday, November 13
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour
Tonight’s digital presentation
is Colorado: From Tree Line to
Skyline by Charles Dexter—
mountain climber, sound analyst, and current chair of the
Sierra Club Photo Committee.
See the listing under October
16th for more details.
* Monday, November 19
Guest Speaker
Tonight’s guest photographer
is Carlos Esguerra who was
born in the Philippines and
now lives in New York City.
Since 1999 as a landscape and
fine arts photographer, Carlos
has received more than 40
national and international

Wednesday, November 21
Photo Op—Balloons Galore
Do you remember the opening
scene of the movie Miracle on
34th Street (the original one)
where Natalie Wood is enjoying the pre-parade excitement
of the Macy*s extravaganza?
Would you like to experience
the same joy and wonderment,
as well as the photographic
possibilities? Then head up to
the American Museum of
Natural History via the B or C
train, or take the #1 train to
79th Street and walk to the
Museum. On both 77th Street
and 81st Street, from Central
Park West to Columbus Avenue, all of the balloons in Macy*s annual Thanksgiving Day
parade will be in the process of
inflation. Starting in the midafternoon, and going on all
night, you will find plenty to
photograph. Be sure to bring a
zoom lens and a flash attachment to get the most opportunities. There are plenty of
places to grab a bite to eat and
warm up between shooting

Shadows of Forbidden City
© Carlos Esguerra
awards, and his works have
been selected in numerous
juried exhibitions in many
states in the U.S. and in other
countries.The curtain raiser
tonight is PWCC member and
former Competition Committee chair, Elaine Duranko.
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Thursday, November 22!
Photo Op—
Thanksgiving Day Parade

OR the Workshop Committee
will be offering us an evening
of photographic workshops.

Directions to Soho Photo
at 15 White Street, between Avenue of the Americas/Sixth Avenue
and West Broadway. Take the #1
* Monday, November 26!
train to the Franklin Street station
PDI Entry Deadline
(one stop below Canal Street).
Please note that PDI entries are Walk one block north on West
Broadway to White street, make a
due tonight for next week’s
right turn, and walk half a block
competition.
to the gallery. Take the A, C, or E
train to the Canal Street station.
Tuesday, November 20
Walk south on Sixth Avenue/
Photo Event—
Church Street 3 blocks to White
Tuesday Evening Hour
Street, make a right turn, and
Tonight’s digital presentation
walk half a block to the gallery.
is Viet Nam: From Hanoi to Ha- Although a little bit longer walk,
long Bay by Theo Hessenius— take any other train to Canal
draftsman, world traveler, and Street, walk west to Church
photographer. See the listing
Street, and follow the directions
under October 16th for more
immediately above. Evening parkdetails.
ing is limited, but available.

Before you settle down for a
Thanksgiving feast, come in
person to shoot the 85nd annual Macy*s Thanksgiving Day
Parade as it marches from the
Museum of Natural History
down Central Park West and
then 7th and 6th Avenues to
Herald Square. The parade will
feature performances by the
Rockettes, Broadway stars, and
high school marching bands, as
well as dozens of colorful
floats and gigantic helium balloons. Santa Claus brings up
the rear of the parade, kicking
off the 2012 holiday (shopping)
season. For more info go to
<www.macys.com/parade>
Wednesday, November 28
Directions to the Pine’s
Photo Event—Sierra Photo
at 680 West End Avenue at 93rd
Tuesday, November 27
The New York City Sierra
Street, Apartment 5D: Take the
Photo Event—
Club’s Photography Commit- #1, 2, or 3, trains to 96th Street
Tuesday Evening Hour
tee is holding its meeting to(exit at the south end of the staTonight’s slide presentation is night. The program for this
tion) or the M7, M11, or M104
Granada, The Lovliest City of
evening has not yet been anbus to 93rd/94th Streets. From the
Spain by Thelma Fellows—
nounced. See the listing for
train or bus, walk the few steps to
teacher of English in China,
October 28th for additional
93rd Street, make a right turn and
Alaska, and New York City,
details about the meeting
head west to the apartment enformer chair of the Sierra Club place, time, and the requested trance on the corner of West End
Photo Committee, and current donation.
Avenue and West 93rd Street.
chair of the New York City Sierra Club. See the listing under For Sale
October 16th for more details.
Viveza 2—precise selective photo editing plug-in
* Monday, November 26
from Nik Software, for Mac or Windows; works
Workshop/Business Meeting
with Adobe Photoshop CS2 through CS4, EleDepending on how the vote
went on the Constitutional revisions last month, tonight will
either be a business meeting
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ments 4 through 8, Lightroom 2.3 or later, Apple
Aperture 2.1 or later. Unopened, sealed box. Price:
from Nik: $99.95 plus tax. Asking: $75 or best offer.
Contact Hedy Klein at <hfklein@mindspring.com>
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